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FUORISERIE
A VISION OF PUREST BEAUTY
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fuoriserie

superior to all others
Fuoriserie is an Italian term to describe a custom-built, high-performance, exclusive and expensive car
that qualifies the owner for his financial ability and his desire to stand out from the crowd. Or “sleek,
powerful and eye-catching, “one in a rarefied atmosphere of its own. A car superior to all others.” The
term “fuoriserie” also describes limited production specials - incorporating advances in design and
technology. SIM2’s new Fuoriserie projector fully embraces this production philosophy, becoming the
very nature of the product itself.
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Elevating the experience
Exclusive, powerful, unique

The new SIM2 Fuoriserie projector is the natural successor to a model that is already part of SIM2’s
history. Extending the range with a version that is even more powerful and exclusive is the culmination
of all of SIM2’s expertise, experience and innovation of design. SIM2’s Fuoriserie incorporates only
the finest and carefully chosen selection of components, tested one by one to achieve unprecedented
image perfection. Every detail is unique and its form is pure art. This is a star performer that has
the power and clarity to satisfy the most demanding viewer, as well as the ability to deliver bright,
contrast-rich images.
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Everyday Enjoyment

THE HEART OF TECHNOLOGY
Your heart will skip a beat the moment you set eyes on the new Fuoriserie projector for the first
time. With Fuoriserie limited edition special, SIM2 has scaled the heights in terms of technology and
performance, with its ever-increasing sophistication in materials and electronics. The space within
the bodywork has been cleverly utilized in order to house the latest evolution of the optical path and
to perfect the cooling-system dynamics. The Fuoriserie excellent performance is delivered courtesy
of dedicated technical changes made to this model. SIM2’s upgraded ALPHAPATH™ light engine is
partnered with 3-chip 0,95” 1080p DC4 DLP® chipset to ensure that every minute detail is reproduced
from HD source material. And, Triple Flash technology delivers extreme 3D smoothness and visual
pleasure. SIM2 was the first manufacturer outside of the DCI group to offer Triple Flash technology,
the delivery system that is currently unique to professional installations to provide the best motion
rendition possible (72 fps per eye per second). Its powerful high-power lamp delivers up to 5,000
lumens on-screen, and an impressive contrast ratio (up to 30,000:1). Fans have been strategically
repositioned to boost air flow in and out of the projector. This new high efficiency cooling system
ensure the Fuoriserie delivers whisper quite operations and unequaled reliability.
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Innovative from every point of view
PASSION AND PERFORMANCE

In our pursuit of excellence, SIM2 has developed a new electronics platform – designed to raise the
already out standing performance of the standard LUMIS 3D platform to new levels – and a very
stable and robust software.SIM2’s motorized Sliding Filter System (SFS) inside the optical engine is
a motorized system able to position two different filters into the optical light path, independently
of one another. The SFS dual filter system allows the projector to accurately display two different
colour gamuts at the push of a button. Thanks to the SFS system, the projector becomes a versatile
instrument which can be used in custom market segment applications such as Home Cinema, DCI or
other professional applications like photography, where dedicated colour reproduction is the technical
key-factor. The SIM2 Fuoriserie has a comprehensive choice of connection options on-board, such as
an RJ-45 connector (Ethernet or LAN) and a USB port hosting a dedicated USB-Wireless adapter.
These control ports allow a) Projector integration in a Custom Home Theater system b) Projector
control by IP c)remote monitoring and serviceability.
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Improved installation flexibility
with Lens Memory for zoom and focus

With SIM2 Fuoriserie flagship projector the “widescreen” ratio is easier to achieve than ever thanks to
SIM2’s Lens Memory function. Zoom and focus positioning can be, in fact, stored for different picture
formats, from standard 16:9 to 2.35:1 aspect ratio (Letterbox or Anamorphic), plus one user setting.
Once set up, the Lens Memory is recalled at the touch of a button; the image is automatically adjusted
to fit the screen size preference. 2.35:1 screen format may be achieved either the “traditional” way
with the aid of an anamorphic lens + the anamorphic aspect ratio, or for those who do not have the
budget for an anamorphic lens, through the Letterbox aspect ratio - with letterboxing overshooting
the screen - to properly fit the Cinemascope width screen.
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Carefully Built and Meticulously Tested
EVERY DETAIL IS UNIQUE

Each of the components used internally and externally are hand selected for their excellence and
flexibility. Only the best parts make it to production. During the manufacturing process, the Fuoriserie
undergoes numerous tests repeatedly to insure absolute quality. When the assembling is finished
and the first inspection is completed, the projector must pass a further in-test in order to prove its
reliability. After that a careful final inspection follows before packing & shipping. Each of these steps
is carefully documented and signed by the employee performing the task to guarantee excellence in
performance.
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Design meets technology

PRESTIGIOUS AND ETERNALLY CONTEMPORARY
A perfect balance of beautiful design and exceptional materials to satisfy the most refined tastes.
Fuoriserie sports a uniquely sophisticated combination of modernity, elegance, traditional
craftsmanship, and luxury. The finest materials, coupled with a sophisticated glossy/matte red
finish, create a new dimension in luxury for an eternally contemporary product by designer Giorgio
Revoldini.
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“Made in Italy”
“made in sim2”

The “Made in Italy” mark represents the production quality, the creativity and the style for which Italy
is famous all over the world. SIM2 is an Italian company that wears its “Made in Italy” mark with pride.
For fifteen years the company has designed and manufactured videoprojectors and displays that
are truly deserving of this world-recognized symbol of excellence. Choosing a SIM2 product means
experiencing a wealth of positive emotions, whilst enjoying your favorite visual entertainment, it also
means enjoying superior technology, functionality, versatility and reliability.
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DISPLAY

Technology: 3 x selected 0.95” DC4 DMDs
Resolution: Full-HD - 1920 x 1080 pixels
Light engine: new

Light source: high power UHP lamp

3D features and TripleFlash technology (144Hz)

SIM2’s PureAction 2D/3D & PureMovie 2D technology
SIM2 DynamicBlack™ Technology enhanced solution

SIM2 Motorized Sliding Filter (SFS): DCI-like and standard HDTV (Rec.
709) color reproduction filters

Contrast ratio (Full ON/OFF): >50,000:1 with DynamicBlack™ technology
(2D mode)

Brightness (2): up to 5,000 Ansi Lumens (in 2D mode)

LENS OPTIONS

Lens T1: 1.37-1.66:1
Lens T2: 1.82-2.48:1
Lens T3: 2.6-3.9:1

INPUTS/OUTPUTS

2x HDMI (v.1.4 with Deep Color)
1x Composite Video (RCA)

1x Graphic RGBHV (D-sub HD15 pins)
1x RS-232 (D-sub 9 pins)

1x USB (A type) socket for USB to Wi-Fi adapter
1x LAN (RJ45 ethernet port)
3D Sync Out

3x 12V 100mA output
GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS

Projector weight: 11 kg. / 24.3 lbs

Projector dimensions (WxHxD): 459 x 210 x 455 mm (18.1” x 8.3” x 17.9”)
Projector shipping weight: 19 Kg. / 41.9 lbs.

Projector packaging dimensions (WxHxD): 710 x 490 x 610
(28” x 19.3” x 24”)

(2)
ANSI Lumens specification: This is the typical projector brightness specification
found in most sales literature. This measurement allows for direct comparison with
other manufacturer’s projectors. Measurements are taken in a totally dark test room
with brand new lamp at full power, lamp’s native white color temperature, internal test

pattern (full white) and in compliance with ANSI IT7.228-1997 specification.
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